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Library Forum Steering Committee meeting with Anne
July 15, 2010
Present: Carla DeMello, Cecilia Sercan, Gail Steinhart (notes), Randi Kepecs, Jessica Withers, Rachel Brill, Anne Kenney

Introduced new members
Discussed past year's programming.
Anne would like to see more volunteers for LFSC.
Updated Anne on programming already planned for 2010-2011.

Consider Claire Germain for international panel.
Consider Xin Li for international panel and schedule it when she will be in Ithaca.

Discussed ideas for 2010-2011 programming:
Think about changes in libraries and changes in information
Panel on the place of the physical book in the digital age. This could basically be a repeat of panel for Finger Lakes Literary
Festival, organized by Brett Bossard. Panelists were Dean Krafft (other book "containers"), Charles Brittain (Classics, deep
reading of texts), Catherine Reagan (books as evidence). Lance Heidig might be able to help organize this.
Reprise one of the library salons? Possibilities:

"Meet me at the library then and now" - on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of Olin. Anne and Dean. Could be good for
Jan.-Feb.
Hemingway salon (Anne)
Moosewood collection

Survey feedback: "bring more visionaries" - e.g. Cliff Lynch. CL will be here next week, and again in spring. Anne can sound him
out. (There were other suggestions in the survey feedback that we can follow up on).
Consider NYS librarians: Susan Gibbons (Rochester), Susan Thorne (Syracuse)
CIO, whenever hired.
New Weill Medical Library Director (name?) plus Curtis Cole (CIO, to talk on medical informatics) - combined presentation. Anne
will be asking Robin Davisson and ?? to host an afternoon discussion with both for vet faculty, could piggyback. Anne will keep us
in the loop.
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